The nonlinear effects can lead to catastrophic breakdown of solutions CJMR23. l^e consider problems for which solutions are guaranteed to exist for all t^O? in particular? long enough fen oscillations to cross focal points.
Consider the dissipative wave equation 
III-1 and the evolution is contractive in the sense that -Tor two solutions u and v
we study spherical wavefronts which -focus at the origin. results concerning the smoothing of focusing conormal wavefronts for strongly dissipative equations.
Linear spherical wavefronts.
For incoming Linear geometric optics solutions of DU=O?
i (t+-r)/^r,,, . ., -(d-l)/a ) e < f < t +r 9 x / | x | ) r 4. , , , i the outgoing wave is given by
The formula is interpreted as follows. Conservation of energy implies that r ^amplitude is constant on rays. The rete of change per unit length of the phase is equal to one. Crossing the focus there is an additional phase factor (-1) ? a
Ke1ler-Naslov index, T ! <nn^ po! t equat i ons f or j usnps.
Consider a radial solution u(t?r) of the semi linear wave equal ion
III-2 supposed to be piecewise smooth Nith discontinuities in its first derivatives on the incoming 1 ight cone t-t-r==0? t<0.
Derivatives in ix|>0 of such piecemse smooth functions are given by
inhere C ^ 3 denotes the jump measured from t+r>0 to t+-r<0? h is the Heaviside function and the terms *•• are smoother. Then?
Setting the coefficient of the most singular term equal to zero
shows that u,-u^ must be continuous. Setting the coefficient of c \ the next term equal to zero yields
If u is constant in front of the ^ave? then u =0 in t^r<0, and one finds the nonlinear transport equation
Transport equation for oscillations.
Consider oscillatory asymptotic solutions
ith smooth V.(t,r.'9) ^n periodic in S. Plugging into (3) yields
Setting the leading order term equal to zero yields a transport r o r V : = ^ ^V i^h i c h is identical t o (A ) ,
Note that 0 is a parameter and intergr r31ing the transport equation -for U with respect to C shows that the identity JWdB=--0 propagates.
Solution of the transport equation.
Parametrize the focussing ray as (-r^r). Thus as r decreases to zero? t==-r increases to zero and the ray approaches the oriqin,
The transport equation yields an ordinary differential equation for w( r ? ;=Cu ( ~r ? r ) 1 or ^ ( r ) ;==i'i< -r ., r ^0 ) ?
It follows for {3^1 that.
Consider strong dissipation, that is a>0 and p^1. Then the
•JY ' dr term is not integrable at r==0. Equation (9) shoi^s that 2(1) tends to zero as r decreases to zero.
On the other hand? for 0</?<1» z converges to a nonzero constant as r tends to zero.
Thus? all of the energy is absorbed by the dissipative term when ft>1 and a positive fraction survives if 0</3<1. 
. " 2 u' --<r^(t,r,(t-r)/.£:) + ^ ^ ( f ,r , ( t-r ) /^) -»-•-
then for /35:1 , the outgoing profile V, must be identically zero.
The two formal arguments suggest that incoming Conor-mat singularities or oscillations which are of critical size (discontinuities in gradient, or as in (5)), the nabural principal symbol of the outgoing wave vanishes. In both cases, this is a smooth i ng effect.
Mat n Res ul t. •
Ue prove that the smoothing effect for oscillatory solutions does occur.
More generally, we prove such a smoothing for arbitrary families which are uniformly smooth in the angular variables. The smoothing is expressed by the fact that families with bounded energy emerge on the other side of the focus as families compact in the energy norm.
An additional analysis is required to identify the strong limits of the family, and, to show that solutions with profiles as in <^> are described with profiles up to the focus (see CJMR43).
Consider a family of solutions u^ of ( 1 ) The fact that one has extra regularity in the angulardirections forces the principal directions of propagation to be radial. Introduce
In x^^O? the differential equation (1) The rays which have passed through a focus are the ^. 4 -^.. rays i P.
V (
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the -Forward light cone < t > | y . j } .
Our main result expresses the fact that oscillations which may be present in the initial date do not survive a passage through the focus.
THEOREM. <-Absorbtion of oscillations). If a>0 and
•T ?D I </?;--< d-1 ) (p~a)/2^ then v^ is compact in L at all points of the punctured forward light cone <:t>(^|>0>,
Outline of the proofs.
Step 1. E-x tract limits using uniform bounds. It follows that the limit u^ is the unique solution of Dy. + E = 0.» u^< 0, « ) = u , u. < 0, • ) == u^, .
\} " v 1,
A key ingredient is to determine F_ which is often not equal F(lim uf). u
Step iS. Independence of the Young measures.
Any lack of compactness in 7. u~ must come from u^ and u^.
t »x t r
Introduce w^ : -= (d T^ ) < u^ u^) / 2 .
Then the w^' and F w^ tend weakly to zero and are bounded in 2 L (0).
Passing to a subsequence we can suppose that there &Aist Young measures p(y9d>^d.\_) which are probability measures on fR^'
(with running point X==<A ?X )) depending measurably on y-=0 and P ? such that for all f^CdPr;^) such that f^o(|X| ) as A.-^ <p, and
Then the Young measures p <y?dX. ) of the sequence w is givers by f^(X )u<y,d\) = f ¥••</< )ju<y,d;\d:\. ) 
